
    
        
            
                This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you are ok with this. To learn more, see our
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                            Unfortunately we have found a submission with these details already.
                        

                        
                            
                                {{ headings[selected_template].short[form.options.version - 1] }}

                                {{ form.options.custom_headline_short }}

                            

                            
                                
                                    Step 1

                                    Watch This Quick 3-Min Video & Make Sure Your Sound Is On

                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    Step 2

                                    Enter Your Details So We Can Connect

                                    
                                        
                                            Let’s Connect!

                                            	
                                                    
                                                    {{ errors.first('name', 'prc-wizard_scope_1') }}
                                                
	
                                                    
                                                    {{ errors.first('phone', 'prc-wizard_scope_1') }}
                                                
	
                                                    
                                                    {{ errors.first('email', 'prc-wizard_scope_1') }}
                                                


                                            Next Step

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Our Clients Have Been Featured On...

                                	[image: logo-bj]
	[image: logo-nbc]
	[image: logo-cbs-news]
	[image: logo-fox]


                            

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    OK! Let’s start with some basic information..
(approx 1 min)

                                    
                                        
                                            What’s the name of your Business?
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[business_name]', 'prc-wizard_scope_2') }}
                                    


                                    
                                        
                                            What’s your Business Address?
                                            
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[address1]', 'prc-wizard_scope_2') }}
                                    


                                    
                                        
                                            And what’s your Business Phone Number?
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[company_phone]', 'prc-wizard_scope_2') }}
                                    


                                    
                                        
                                            And your Cell Phone Number?
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[cell_phone]', 'prc-wizard_scope_2') }}
                                    


                                    
                                        
                                            What’s the best Email Address to reach you on?
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[email]', 'prc-wizard_scope_2') }}
                                    


                                    
                                        
                                            What's your business website? (Or any webpage about your business)
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[website]', 'prc-wizard_scope_2') }}
                                    


                                    
                                        
                                            How long have you been in business? (Year Founded)
                                            
                                        

                                        The year founded should be between 1700 and {{current_year}}
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Great! Now let’s discover a little more about your business..
(approx 2-3 mins)


                                    
                                        Of the people who spend money with you and generate your biggest profits, what do they buy?
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[company_speciality]', 'prc-wizard_scope_3') }}
                                    

                                    
                                        And how much, would you say, this kind of person spends with you over their lifetime? (it’s ok to take a best guess!)
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[company_spendature]', 'prc-wizard_scope_3') }}
                                    

                                    
                                        What types of people who spend money with you do you like best – and what do they buy?
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[target_market]', 'prc-wizard_scope_3') }}
                                    

                                    
                                        Are you currently in a position to take on more business from the types of people you just described? Is there room for growth?
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                Yes
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                No
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[company_growth]', 'prc-wizard_scope_3') }}
                                    

                                    
                                        If you saw an increase in your business over the next 1-6 months, would you still be able to offer the same high level of service?
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                Yes
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                No
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[company_increase]', 'prc-wizard_scope_3') }}
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Thanks – Last part now, let’s bring it home..
(approx 3 mins)


                                    
                                        Are you currently spending money on marketing or advertising? Where / On What?
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[company_marketing]', 'prc-wizard_scope_4') }}
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            If so, what is the return you’re getting on that effort?
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[company_return]', 'prc-wizard_scope_4') }}
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            In which towns/cities would you like to focus your marketing efforts?
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[company_return]', 'prc-wizard_scope_4') }}
                                    

                                    
                                        What is the biggest problem your business is facing right now?
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[company_problem]', 'prc-wizard_scope_4') }}
                                    

                                    
                                        Would getting more sales and revenue help with that?
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                Yes
                                            
                                        
 
                                            
                                            
                                                No
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[company_sales]', 'prc-wizard_scope_4') }}
                                    

                                    
                                        In short how has the Covid Pandemic & the resulting economic issues effected your business?
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        {{ errors.first('submission_data[covid_pandemic]', 'prc-wizard_scope_4') }}
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    {{ headings[selected_template].long[form.options.version - 1] }}

                                    {{ form.options.custom_headline_long }}


                                    
                                        (Press play below to see how...)

                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                
                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            Click Here For The Details
                                        

                                        ︾

                                    


                                    
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Order Your Hyper Local Ad Campaign Today

                                
                                
                                    Get Started Today
                                

                            

                        

                        
                        
                            
                                
                                    Here’s Everything You’ll Receive 
 When You Get Started Today:

                                    1. Snapshot Report

                                    
                                        
                                            [image: icon-1]

                                            Done For You Research

                                            We’ll do the heavy lifting of identifying the products, services, and solutions you should be visible for so you can continue to focus on running your business while getting results.

                                        

                                        
                                            [image: icon-2]

                                            Simple Opportunities

                                            No complicated research process is necessary on your part as this report will help compare your visibility across the locations, neighborhoods, and regions you serve.

                                        

                                        
                                            [image: icon-3]

                                            Fast Results

                                            No need to wait months to see your current visibility and the level of competition. We’ll share this with you in days.

                                        

                                        
                                            [image: icon-4]

                                            No Guessing on Competitors

                                            Our color coded system tells you how you’re doing in the market as well as where you need to improve.

                                        

                                        
                                            [image: icon-5]

                                            Low Hanging Fruit

                                            You’ll be able to easily and quickly identify wins for new customers.

                                        

                                        
                                            [image: icon-6]

                                            Save Valuable Time

                                            Know exactly where to focus your efforts to improve visibility with your target audience.

                                        

                                        
                                            [image: icon-7]

                                            Your Visibility Ratings

                                            Easy to follow star rating & color system gives you a true detailed map of what you need to improve.

                                        

                                        
                                            [image: icon-8]

                                            Yours To Keep Forever

                                            Keep this report and benefit from all the data and insights included forever. No strings attached.

                                        

                                        
                                            [image: icon-9]

                                            Get An Edge Over the Competition

                                            We’ll provide you with highly valuable data insights your competitors won’t have access to.

                                        

                                        
                                            [image: icon-10]

                                            Receive 80% Discount

                                            Normally we charge $497/mo for this report as well as this level of data, but you get access to major discounts today.

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                2. Hyper Local Ad Campaign

                                
                                    
                                        [image: icon-12]

                                        12 Month Personalized Marketing Campaign

                                        Our team of specialists will design a hyper local plan tailor made over the next 12 months, to increase your brand and business’ visibility in the search engines and across the internet.

                                    

                                    
                                        [image: icon-12]

                                        No Long Term Contracts

                                        We’ll never lock you into any financial obligations. There’s no monthly commitment and you can cancel anytime. This way you can see it working for your business without any risk whatsoever.

                                    

                                    
                                        [image: icon-13]

                                        Build Rapid Trust Effortlessly

                                        These Hyper Local Ad campaigns will help your business receive massive brand association and you’ll be able to use the same credibility as major brands. (as seen on Fox etc.)

                                    

                                    
                                        [image: icon-14]

                                        Save Time And Money

                                        Our team will orchestrate guaranteed placement of your business name, address and phone number on hundreds of major sites. This could take weeks for you to do this yourself as well as thousands of dollars.

                                    

                                    
                                        [image: icon-15]

                                        Fast Results Guaranteed

                                        We promise you’ll see initial results in as little as 30 days with visible results as soon as we launch the first campaign.

                                    

                                    
                                        [image: icon-16]

                                        Focus On Increasing Your Revenue

                                        You’ll be able to put your attention where it really matters as we’ll work with you to help identify the most profitable locations and clients for business.

                                    

                                    
                                        [image: icon-17]

                                        Boost Results For Your Business

                                        These campaigns will allow you to get more clients, customers, or patients and grow your business by becoming a trusted brand associated with major sites.

                                    

                                    
                                        [image: icon-18]

                                        Tap Into More Traffic Sources

                                        By having hyper local ads on Google News, Slideshare, multiple high traffic blogs you’ll expose your business to more potential customers, clients, or patients.

                                    

                                    
                                        [image: icon-19]

                                        Powerful Audio Ads Included

                                        We’ll expand your business’ visibility by placing local audio ads for your business in high traffic podcast directories like Google Podcast and PodBean.

                                    

                                    
                                        [image: icon-20]

                                        Specialized Video Hyper Local Ads

                                        We’ll also create these campaigns for your business on YouTube & Vimeo. No need to be on camera or record any videos. We’ll take care of this for you.

                                    

                                    
                                        [image: icon-21]

                                        Consistent Growth In Google

                                        We’ll improve your Google visibility & within 6 months guarantee top 3 Google & Google Maps rankings for individual hyper local services & products

                                    

                                    
                                        [image: icon-22]

                                        Receive MASSIVE Exposure And Results

                                        We’ll create and place hyper local ads for your business on local NBC, Fox News, CBS, and CW sites.

                                    

                                    
                                        [image: icon-23]

                                        Reach Your Audience Easily

                                        These hyper local ad campaigns will expose your business to MILLIONS of online visitors every single month.

                                    

                                    
                                        [image: icon-24]

                                        Full Snapshot Report

                                        And everything it includes above. Yours to keep even if you cancel.

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                 
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Let Us Get You The Results Your Business Deserves. Choose Your Option Below To Get Started Today:

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Opportunity
 Snapshot Report

                                        

                                        
                                            {{currency_symbol}}{{form.snapshot_price}}{{currency_suffix}}

                                            	Identify the products, services, and solutions you should be visible for with your business.
	Compare your visibility across the locations, neighborhoods, and regions you serve.
	See your current visibility and the level of competition.
	Identify quick wins for new customers.
	Save time by knowing exactly where to focus your efforts to improve visibility with your target audience
	Get an edge over the competition with data insights they won’t have.
	Color coded system tells you how you’re doing in the market. No guessing involved.
	Star rating system gives you a true detailed map of what you need to improve.


                                            
                                                Order Now
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	[image: mastercard]
	[image: american-express]
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                                            Hyper Local Ads Marketing Package

                                            (Best Way To Get Started - Zero Risk!)

                                        

                                        
                                            {{currency_symbol}}{{form.buy_price}}{{currency_suffix}}/mo

                                            {{form.buy_price}}

                                            	50% OFF first 12 months.
	Featured on NBC & affiliates ($495 USD/mo value)
	Featured on Fox News & affiliates ($495 USD/mo value)
	Featured on CBS & affiliates ($495 USD/mo value)
	Featured on CW & affiliates ($495 USD/mo value)
	Featured on Bing News ($495 USD/mo value)
	Featured on 100+ premium news networks ($495 USD/mo value)
	Placement on Slideshare ($295 USD/mo value)
	Featured on Google News ($495 USD/mo value)
	Syndication To Multiple Blog Networks ($495 USD/mo value)
	Create and place audio ads in podcast directories like Google Podcast, PodBean, and others ($295 USD/mo value)
	Create and place an ad for your business on YouTube ($295 USD/mo value)
	Create and place an ad for your business on Vimeo ($295 USD/mo value)
	Develop a long term strategy plan (snapshot report) & update you monthly with our progress and results ($197 USD/mo value)
	Deliver guaranteed proven visibility within just 14 days (priceless)
	Help your business receive massive brand association (as seen on Fox etc.) ($4,997 USD value)
	Continue to improve your Google visibility with no extra effort as you become more popular using our deep knowledge of what works ($4,997 USD value)
	Orchestrate guaranteed placement of your business name, address and phone number on hundreds of major sites ($1,997 USD value)
	Get Started For {{ checkout_product_price }} {{ !(form.custom_pricing) ? 'Today' : ''}}
	30 Day Refund Guarantee
	Cancel Anytime


                                            
                                                Order Now
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                                About {{ business_name }}

                                
                                    [image: ]
                                

                                Hi! I'm {{ reseller_name }}, founder of {{ business_name }}. I use my connections, special deals, and strategies with major media sites to help businesses like yours get seen and get new clients in a less stressful yet highly profitable way.

                                I cover businesses like yours for a variety of reasons including how they have responded to the current crisis, the quality of their services, and publish hyper local ads in major publications to bring more clients.
                                

                                
                                    In fact, ensuring you get a clear benefit from this media coverage is our top priority.
                                

                                
                                    Our team consists of writers, developers and advertising professionals that have helped hundreds of businesses get more clients, patients and customers in a variety of industries.
                                

                                
                                    We help you to reach your best clients by crafting meaningful hyper-local ads and media coverage. If there’s a service you offer in a specific location, neighbourhood or region, we help you get seen.
                                

                                If your business is a good fit, we will be able to get hyper local ads and content on sites like NBC, local Fox and CBS sites, Google, YouTube, podcast sites, and hundreds of other brand name sites.

                                
                                    Before I can move ahead I will of course first need to confirm some details to get an understanding of your business to see if we can help increase your exposure.
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